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We use our hands and wrists for so many things in our daily lives. An increasing number of hand
and wrist issues arise with everyday tasks, repetitive use, or due to aging. Our ever expanding
use of new technologies seems to be adding to these disorders. Whether it is arthritis, computer
use, texting with your thumbs, or simply daily functions that are the cause of your discomfort or
pain, these QiGong movements may help. They can increase circulation as well as maintain
flexibility. They can improve range of motion in your hands and wrists, disorders that plague us in
our natural aging process.QiGong movements for your hands and wrists can be done anytime
and nearly anywhere. These gentle exercises or movements have been used for thousands of
years to aid ailing wrists and hands. This booklet contains a number of specific QiGong
exercises to use for hand, thumb, and wrist discomfort.

Praise for Books by Jeff Horowitz"A smart strength-training plan in which runners can learn how
to strength their core and key running muscles." ― Competitor magazine"…when I'm [running]
30, 40, 50 miles a week, the last thing I want to do is squats on legs that already feel like
overcooked spaghetti…Jeff Horowitz has a solution. He's been a running coach for more than a
decade and is the author of Quick Strength for Runners." ― Philadelphia Inquirer"Running is a
sport of imbalance. At no point are your feet hitting the ground at the same time. This imbalance
creates an opportunity for injury. Our bodies have to be strong enough to handle the complex
motion of running. If it’s not, you won’t be running too long… Trusting this program has me
running stronger and faster and most importantly injury free." ― Amplify Today"The exercise
program is ideal for runners whose sole goal is running performance. Runners don’t need to lift
huge weights or practice resistance training five days per week. What they do need to is to
develop a modest degree of well-balanced strength." ― BreakingMuscle.com"We all know that
strength training is important. I have always said that I should do more strength training, but it
wasn’t until I started trying this book that I really realized how much it can help me. I started this
book before I was back to running, and I believe without a shadow of a doubt that it has had a
big impact on my running now. I am stronger, recover easier and have less soreness overall." ―
LovingontheRun.com--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Back CoverAgeless
Strength shows athletes and active people the three ways they can counteract the effects of
aging to enjoy strength and fitness at any age and for any sport or pursuit.It’s a myth that
advancing years only bring physical decline. Our bodies react the same way to training no matter
how old you are. What changes is the need to focus your workouts on the right kinds of training
that combat the effects of aging.After we cross into middle age, we are presented with three
distinct physical challenges: loss of bone density, loss of muscle mass and strength, and loss of
balance. Ageless Strength presents exercises that specifically target each of these challenges.



Readers can easily follow the color-coded exercise routines or design their own strength
program knowing that they are beating back the years.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.About the AuthorJeff Horowitz is a certified running, cycling, and triathlon coach and a
personal trainer who has run more than 180 marathons and ultramarathons across six
continents. Formerly an attorney, he quit law to pursue his passion for endurance sport and now
works with at-risk youth in Washington, DC, and around the world. He also coaches Team Hope,
a charity fund-raising training group that benefits the Hope Connections Center, which provides
free counseling and services to cancer patients and survivors. Horowitz is the author of Quick
Strength for Runners, Smart Marathon Training: How to Run Your Best Without Running Yourself
Ragged, and My First 100 Marathons; 2,620 Miles with An Obsessive Runner.--This text refers
to the paperback edition.Read more
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Text copyright @ 2013 Mary J. CaseAll Rights ReversedWe use our hands and wrists for so
many things in our daily lives. An increasing number of hand and wrist issues arise with
everyday tasks, repetitive use, or due to aging. Our ever expanding use of new technologies
seems to be adding to these disorders. Whether it is arthritis, computer use, texting with your
thumbs, or simply daily functions that are the cause of your discomfort or pain, these QiGong
movements may help. They can increase circulation as well as maintain flexibility. They can
improve range of motion in your hands and wrists, disorders that plague us in our natural aging
process.QiGong movements for your hands and wrists can be done anytime and nearly
anywhere. These gentle exercises or movements have been used for thousands of years to aid
ailing wrists and hands. This booklet contains a number of specific QiGong exercises to use for
hand, thumb, and wrist discomfort.The list of QiGong Moves are as followsClasped
HandsThumb WebsEdge of HandsTapping WristsBase of Thumb TapsPounding the PalmsBack
of HandsWalking FingersSecond Knuckle StretchThumb StretchPicking Up ScarvesWrestler
StretchPrayer Hands – Bend WristPrayer Hands – Bend Only FingersSpider HandsConductor
HandsThumb SwimmingPulling Fingers BackPulling Fingers DownClasped HandsInterlace
fingers and separate hands and slide fingers back and forth.
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Ebook Library Reader, “My hands are much better than they were when I started doing the
exercises!. I have noticed a big improvement with my hands. There is less pain in the fingers,
and the trigger finger is not triggering as often as it was before I started the exercises. I had
asked the doctor if there was any exercises I could do to help my problem...he gave me what
turned out to 1/2 of an exercise that is in this book! That would never have helped. He is no
longer my doctor. I do not know if the exercises will eliminate the need for the surgery, but I
firmly believe it is making the hands stronger and even if I end up having the surgery I will be
starting from a stronger place, and will know what exercises to do to aid recovery. Thank you for
the help.”

S.C. st petersburg 1234567, “Feels good. For the price this is an excellent little booklet of 18
simple hand movements, that you can do anywhere at anytime, such as work or in front of the tv.
(With photos )I suffer from achy hands and these movements of pounding together your thumbs
or back of hands are something I never would have thought of. Try it, you will like it.”

JAM, “I love this book. This is so simple to follow and do each day, I love this book. When things
are simple and easy you will do them and your body benefits greatly for you doing this. I am so
glad that I kindled this book.  Thanks”

misha, “Great!. Small but mighty for hand health. Clear instructions and ample pictures and
diagrams. I highly recommend this little book. It worked well on Kindle too.”

karen, “Five Stars. Love these exercises! I had bilateral carpal tunnel release surgery and these
are helping my recovery very nicely.”

Rose Wong, “Four Stars. Great hand exercises. My finger joints are not as stiff.”

Diana, “Four Stars. Many good motions for stretching and relieving stiffness.”

Ruth Macdonald, “qigong movements for hands and wrists. I fractured and tore ligaments in my
left wrist. These are great exercises to do to recover full flexibility and to keep it. A must to do
regularly. Great to follow with clear photos and instructions.”

Avid Reader, “Worthwhile little book, but could be made a bit better.... I loved this modest little
book! I've had compromised thumb joints for around 25 years, and have got a lot of pain relief
and mobility improvement doing the exercises. Now that it's been out for a while, I would only say
that it might profit the author to replace the diagrams with better ones that are easier to
understand, and to redo the verbal descriptions improve their clarity, as well, but overall a great



little reference I'm glad I now own.”

Wajo, “Leider auf Englisch, sonst top. Nicht zu überladen, praxistauglich, gut verständlich. Dass
es in englischer Sprache geschrieben ist, kriegt man mit mittlerren Kenntnissen dank der
Illustrationen auch hin.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Simple but great. A comprehensive guide for hands and wrists . I like
that there is no excess information. Just do it and experience it.”

The book by Laura Williams has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 27 people have provided feedback.
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